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Forensic files bad blood worksheet answers

Forensic files episode absence guide, and: The Case of Crystal Would like to examine the case of Crystal Fay Todd. In 1991, the 17-year-old was brutally murdered in Hori County, South Carolina. Police asked 52 male acquaintances to provide blood samples so they could compare DNA to neo-nuclear
dna found at the crime scene. The operation eliminated all but one young man--- and is now serving a life sentence. They all in Philadelphia were plagued by serial rapists, and then the murders stopped. They started over -- this time, in Fort Collins, Colorado. Colorado police had fingerprints and DNA
profiles, but neither matched those in their data banks. They also have a list of nearly 900 names; 83 names came from the Philadelphia police, along with a composite drawing of the rapist. What they didn't have is the suspect – so she received confidential information from a woman who knew the man in
the drawing. All the death of a wet woman in Pennsylvania raises a murder investigation into the death of another woman in North Carolina. The similarities in the cases were striking, and medical examiners must determine whether the suspect's story of accidental drowning was wet. Bad blood: Dr. John
Schneiberger's case accused a young rural doctor of hybridization and sexual assault of two of his female patients. DNA testing reveals that the doctor is innocent, but the women still insist on drugging and raping them. On three occasions blood was taken from the arm of doctors for DNA testing and each
time k returned as no match. Seven years later, a private investigator hired by a woman, takes a separation stick from the doctor's car - he has tested the DNA, and finds that it matches the semen from the alleged rapes. The doctor succeeded in tricking DNA experts and the police into inserting a tube of
another man's blood into his arm. Badge of Deception: The Randy Cfu case, which spanned the 1980s and 1990s, was pursued by a rapist in Lafayette, Louisiana. The suspect was so adept at removing traces of evidence left at the crime scene that the police had little evidence to develop a case. They
gathered their best to create a composite drawing, a psychological profile, and m.O. (method of operations) and put this evidence with a new forensic tool: geographical profiling of the suspect's sorority. The discarded cigarette butt will prove to be the last piece of irrefutable evidence. Deadly Packing:
Valerie Jackson's case is reported missing in a neighborhood where, police records show, 92 other sexual crimes have been committed in the past decade. The police had little evidence, no evidence and only a handful of suspects. But the GPS placed under one of the suspects' cars helped break the
case, as did the ability of forensic experts to use a new technology to lift a badly degraded footprint from a garbage found near the girls. A bag of evidence, a when nine-year-old Jessica Knott disappears from her home and is later found murdered, all the tools are brought into the arsenal of forensic
scientists to bear. A painstaking analysis of hair, small fibers, and plastic garbage covering her body leads police to the suspect – a suspect who turns out to be the same person who made what he believed was an anonymous 911-call, reporting where Jessica's body could be found. The Great Cold,
(2003) A woman visited the emergency room of the hospital 31 times and doctors couldnot find anything wrong, until her death. Family and friends suspect a murder. The authorities were not sure, because the victim was depressed and suicidal. Forensic experts have solved this case in a very unusual
way, you will be surprised by the result. For months, a woman has suffered from what appears to be unpleasant side effects of lithium, a drug prescribed to treat bipolar disorder. Her search for assistance led her to several doctors and hospitals, resulting in a 4,000-page medical file. When she died,
investigators had to determine whether her death was due to natural causes, suicide or murder. Pew Attack: Oregon salmonella case in 1984, hundreds of people in Dallis, Oregon, became ill with food poisoning. Local, state and federal disease investigators have slowly exposed medical uncertainty.
Along with a unique strain of bacteria, they discovered a bizarre plot of religious worship to overthrow the government - using germ warfare. Bite of Crime, A: The case of Chad Mancibo in 1995, the rapist was at large in Visalya, California. The evidence left by one of the victims at the crime scene, and the
expertise of a forensic pathologist, has been dentally placed in the prosecution case against the alleged perpetrator. Bitter pills to swallow, a 33-year-old Ohio woman falls in love with a handsome young doctor, and she thinks she's found a fairy romance. She becomes pregnant and the two are engaged.
She is alarmed by the severe morning sickness, convulsions and nausea she suffers, especially in light of her age and medical history, but her doctor assures her that there is no cause for concern. Eventually, suspecting her symptoms are not as child-related as she is to her fiancé, she decides to conduct
her own scientific investigation. Heading to jail (2003) recounts an investigation into the 1986 murder of a female runner in the suburb of Lansing, Michigan, parked by a person who used a set of police handcuffs to subdue her. For 15 years, the case has not been solved, so some luck and a small piece of
metal is almost too small to see the perpetrator brought to justice. The police identified a suspect and charged him with murder in April 2001. It is a great story about perseverance on the part of the victim's family and the police. Broken mold a healthy three-year-old boy suddenly develops respiratory and
nervous system Doctors can't explain why and then his father begins to show signs of Alzheimer's disease. His mother becomes ill while traveling on a plane; Fortunately, the passenger sitting next to her makes his living by removing the toxic mold from the buildings. When she tells him about her family's
health problems, he suspects that their home may make them sick. By all accounts, Melinda Ballard had everything: a loving husband, Ron, who was a successful investment banker; a loving husband, a successful banker. Three-year-old son, Reese, but a beautiful house in Nazfeng Springs, Texas – a
scarlet-style mansion like Tara O'Hara. Broken promises when a popular gym teacher was found dead from what appeared to be an accidental gunshot wound, his family is suspicious. They believe his wife may have planned to kill him and when the police find that her ex-husband died in questionable
circumstances, she reviews the crime scene and finds evidence that the death was not an accident. But it's a tape recorded by the victim just before his death tells the true story of his strange and insatiable greedy marriage to his wife. Bump and Run (2002) is related to a case of college killing coed. The
young woman's body was found on the body with unusual signs of grease. Criminal investigators used that evidence to find the ambitious burning killer: bachmeier's case when a Seattle cop's house caught fire in July of 1996, fire experts suspected the fire and investigators looking to someone with a
vendetta against an officer as a potential perpetrator of the crime. A month later, in a ridiculous development, the officer who burned down his home arrested a low-level drug dealer who confessed to setting the house on fire. Shortly thereafter, the suspect mysteriously disappeared only to turn dead. The
suspect's death and doubts about the veracity of the confession prompted investigators in a new direction. Cats, flies and stills: The case of 19-year-old Penn Pennsylvania woman Laurie O'Reuares suddenly disappears on her way to work leaving behind her infant son, the family she loves and the job
she enjoys. Police investigators consider this case to be a missing person/possible murder. It takes space age technology and the hair of cats and insects to identify the image of the woman's abductor before the true story can be told. Cheater, The: Walter Scott Case Walter Notheis Jr. was best known to
the American public as artist Walter Scott, the lead singer of the band, Bob Cobain and in Men. The most popular one in the 1966 hit, Cheater. Walter did not know that the song foreshadowed events that would lead to his death. The head of evidence killed a young suburban couple during what appears
to be a derailed drug deal. But police found no drugs in the victims' home, and there were no traces of the victims' blood on the suspects' clothes. Victims Eventually he led the police to the killer. Church disappearance: Cassie Hansen's case is when a six-year-old girl disappears from the church during
Sunday mass, and investigators fear he will be chased by a stalker who preys on children in the shadows of the church. A psychological profile of the perpetrator leads investigators to a taxi driver who was in the vicinity of the church at the time of the disappearance. He revealed to him a 'masseuse' that a
taxi driver likes to discuss his fantasies during his weekly massage. One fantasy is very similar to church kidnapping. Claw Witnesses, A: Eric Shriver watched the two case in horror as a truck driver deliberately ran over an unconscious man in an alley, outside a biker's bar. When witnesses return to the
scene after calling for help, the truck and the body disappear. When the truck is finally located, the forensic laboratory can not find a single atom of blood anywhere on it. The body also does not appear while standing outside the motorcycle gang club, two witnesses watched in horror as a truck
deliberately ran over an unconscious man – not once, but twice. Fearing for their safety, witnesses ran into the club; when they looked outside, both the truck and the victim disappeared. The truck was finally located, but the forensic laboratory was unable to find a single atom of evidence. The body also
did not show cold storage Tracy Joe Shine in a middle-class home in Houston, Texas. She was a promising young dancer, whose ability to spot her landed in houston's prestigious High School of Dramatic Arts. When she disappeared without a trace, her family immediately suspected her new friends,
some of whom were members of the Aryan Brotherhood. Deadly knowledge when a respectable young woman goes missing, her boyfriend and family fear that she has been killed. A police investigation reveals details of her past that no one -- not even her closest friend -- suspected: she was a day
student and a call girl per hour worth $200 an hour at night. Her many clients were all suspected of her disappearance, as was her boyfriend. But when her body is discovered, the police get evidence that reveals her killer and more details about a strange double life and its tragic consequences. Deadly
Biology: A disturbing mass cancer case groups of deadly cancers hit the communities concerned across the country. In a Phoenix suburb, many children suffer from fatal leukemia, and on a Connecticut street, there is a disproportionate amount of the disease, including four cases of brain cancer. Modern
environmental factors such as buried toxins and power substations have been found - could these be the culprits? Death Play: Mary Robards Case Mary Robards devastating loss to her father while she was still in high school. He was pronounced dead as a result of a heart attack. One year later, she won
a role in her high school production of Shakespeare's Hamlet. The lines that were required to recite on stage were more than the thoughts and feelings of her character, but they struck a chord, alluded to in her own inner turmoil, from the secret she was hiding. Candy served cold when a Massachusetts
man fell dead from an apparent heart attack, no one thought that foul play was a possibility until the police looked into his girlfriend's strange behavior in the days before his death. The case has been at the forissue for nearly a decade, which has pitted rival teams of toxicologists against each other - one
claiming that death is natural; the other says it was cold-blooded murder. Operation Dew: The case of Glenn Wolseiffer, the wife of a well-known dentist, was found strangled inside her home in the quiet town of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. A 22-year-old woman pleaded guilty to the murders. However,
despite the confession, the case remained unresolved, and the investigation was covered by suspicion. Two years later, a pathologist performed an autopsy and found fibres on the victim's body indicating a possible link to the killer. At the same time, a forensic meteorologist reviewed the weather patterns
on the night of the crime to gather vital evidence and find the real killer. The disappearance of Healy's character, the case of Kraft Healy, a beautiful Connecticut flight attendant missing, and the police suspect her pilot husband of foul play. Didn't? The snow driver believes he saw the suspect cutting wood
near the river at 4:00 a.m. in the middle of a blizzard, shortly before his wife was reported missing. In a small stream, the police find parts of what will be identified as a human bone, a nail, an tooth and a few strands of hair. This was the first murder conviction in Connecticut without a double-digit corpse:
the case of Melissa Padilla when a Maine state trooper was attacked during a routine stop that led to a series of events that jumped a murder case parked hundreds of miles away. The Maine attack appears to be strikingly similar to the brutal sexual assault and murder of a young woman in New Jersey.
There is very little forensic evidence in the New Jersey crime, but the deadly signature left behind - ritual similarities in each of these crimes - identified him just as convincingly as a DNA match. Dressed to kill when six-year-old Michelle Door disappeared without a trace, her father, Carl, became the prime
suspect. Carl failed a polygraph and even confessed to killing his daughter. But the confession was rooted in exhaustion, guilt and mental illness, and was later excluded. Years later, police learned that a man convicted of another murder lived just two blocks from Michelle. At the time of her
disappearance. This discovery, and small drops of blood shed a decade ago, enabled the police to solve the crime. Elephant tracks an elderly couple was beaten to death in their home, but the crime was not solved. Two years later, a pawn shop owner was looking at a pile of old newspapers and
encountered an article about the murders. There was a picture of the victims, and the woman in the photo was wearing an unusual necklace of elephant necklace - a necklace the owner realized was in her shop. Not only that, she had a pawn ticket, who sold the jewelry. In 1992, residents in and around
Seattle were terrified that their home -- or their work -- or the church would be the next target of a serial fire. More than 100 fires were lit, all of which appear to be by the same person. This was the largest arson case in American history, solved with the help of behavioral profiling, hypnosis, and a skilled
graphic artist. Fire.Com: Terry Henson's case when a federal agency ruled that a fire had been deliberately lit, the mother of the child killed in the suspicious fire was charged with murder. But are government scientists, with all their resources, always right? The accused in this case investigated the arson
and was able to create enough holes in the scientific conclusions of Governments - to raise serious questions about whether the fire was deliberately set off or an accident. Pedestrian murder, the: Colin Pitchfork case English detectives team with a leading scientist to eliminate the case of sexual assault
and serial murder. In 1983, fear engulfed a quiet rural village while authorities searched for 15-year-old Linda Mann's killer. Ignorant, they start over when Dawn Ashworth is killed three years later. They use Dr. Alec Jeffries, a molecular biologist who uses genetic fingerprint penetration technology to
exclude a suspect by comparing his DNA with the DNA found on the victims' bodies. Police have set up a DNA network to trap and convict the real killer of this 1986 murder case is the first case to use DNA as evidence in a criminal case. Forever Hold Your Peace: The case of Nancy DePriest when a
young man confessed to raping and killing a woman at Pizza Hut, the police were convinced the case was resolved. Eight years later, another man jailed for an unrelated crime, admits he committed the Pizza Hut murder. However, the authorities considered this recognition to be groundless. They did not
understand why an innocent man confesses to a crime he did not commit, and if he was innocent, why did he not say anything during his eight years in prison? The basis for lies: The case of Noreen Boyle on January 1, 1990 when Noreen Boyle, the wife of a doctor who noticed, disappeared, and people
believe she just walked away from her life in Mansfield, for fear of being connected to the alleged suspicious adoption ring. However, there were many contradictions in this theory. One is that Noreen Boyle's husband had gone shopping at home with a pregnant woman who claimed to be Noreen, so she
went so far as to sign her name. The other red flag was the discovery of a friend of a strange pile of concrete in his backyard that appeared shortly after Noreen's disappearance. Investigators used concrete and fuzzy memories of a young child in an attempt to find the missing woman. Then the search
turned into a puzzle of whodunnit. Frozen Evidence: If the offender leaves a shoe print in the mud, investigators use established techniques to make a shoe impression template for later identification. But what happens if the impression is left in the snow? Here is the story of a Canadian investigator, who
quickly thought and learned science enabled him to capture the impression of shoes made in the snow, before the evidence melted. Frozen in time a beautiful 23-year-old girl was driving home after a rock concert when her tires exploded. Investigators found her car, but it did not trace her. At first there
were hundreds of threads, but three years later, the effect turned colder. Police got a break when someone called to report a suspicious truck in a neighbor's driveway. Something inside that truck was connected to an electrical outlet, allowing the device to run 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Suddenly,
the cold effect turned colder. Ghost in the Machine in May of 1999, Minister Mashabi in South Dakota called 9-1-1. His wife was unconscious in the bathtub and emergency medical staff were unable to resuscitate her and she died. She had swallowed large doses of many medications, a common suicidal
behavior. The minister said his wife was distraught, but parts of the deleted computer files indicated a murder plot. Strange tales of infidelity and courtroom revelations of what could be a suicide note, challenging a group of forensic experts to find the truth: suicide, or murder? Hairy Dog (2003) Police are
forced to rely on murder victim dogs for help when the investigation shows little evidence in the case. Hand delivery: Anonymous Messages Without Hardin Bag Sent Through U.S. Mail are not always untraceable. One of the letters, unnamed confidential information to the police about a murder,
mentioned information about the crime that had been withheld from the press. Only the killer's information would have known and laser technology helped identify the state, city, street address and even the office number from where the anonymous message was mailed. This has significantly narrowed the
list of suspects. PlayIng Horses: Shannon Mohr affairs a happily married young woman tragically dies in what appears to be a horse riding accident. Her husband seemed away from stricken grief, and Discover a web of lies and efficiency with pharmaceuticals in his background, which provides an
alternative explanation for a woman's accidental death. A house calling for the murder of a high-profile surgeon in a high-end waterfront apartment community has left police in St. Petersburg, Florida at a loss. Cell phone mapping, eavesdropping and a host of other forensic evidence would reveal a
twisted plot, bringing the doctor's killers to justice. The house that roared, and: Kern Campano's case caren Campano disappears, and her husband's story does not hold up. Police find a big spot on campano's bedroom carpet. They perform a strange chemical test that reveals a blood-stained room
which, when cleaned, cannot be seen with the naked eye. Complex reverse paternity tests of Kern's relatives match her blood type to the blood on the carpet. The evidence convicts Chris Campano of murder, the body was not found until a year later. Insect Clues: The Hofer Killed Sandra Quick in
Southern California in July 1988. Her body was discovered several days later, abandoned in a remote area, decomposing with the help of larvae. By analysing the types of flies discovered at the recovery site, forensic entomologist David Faulkner provides convincing at-death evidence that convicted serial
rapist Ronald Porter. A trip to justice What does a prosecutor do when he has evidence linking the usual drunk driver to a crash and escape where a child is killed, and he needs to make the incident clear to the jury? In this case, he combines the talents of an accident reconstruction expert with a video
specialist to create a demonstration of instant painting effect. This case was the first time that the video in the courtroom had withstood the appeal and helped make the video certificate applicable in other cases. Killer 'Cattle'log: Copland kills when police are called in the Great Plains to retrieve a body,
they do a background check on the victim. The trail leads them to a strange web of dilapidated vagrants, cattle auctions and bad checks - all in front of an elderly couple with a penchant for money and murder. Murder: The case of Alvin Ridley in 1997, a man in Ringgold, Georgia considered mentally
unstable by his neighbors, accused of killing his wife. The marks on the body appear to clearly indicate his guilt. But then a medical investigator took a fresh look at the case. For him, the marks on the body tell a different story - a story that had nothing to do with the murder. Using his knowledge of
forensics and logic, he discovered the actual cause of death and saved the life of the accused in the process. Another 17-year-old Will Shari Faye Smith was abducted in broad daylight, in front of her house. The kidnapper tortured her family with phone calls, leading them to believe that Shari was alive -and then they were A letter shari was forced to write, her last will and her last will. This document would lead investigators to Shari's killer, a post-crime postage. A lasting impression when a decomposing body of a young girl is discovered, the police have no evidence of her identity. But a few days ago, a
stabbing victim told them that she believed she might have witnessed a murder. Police believe that the cases may be relevant and, to prove it, they turn into bug larvae found on the body and a sudden piece of evidence: a small group of gum found near the victim's body. Legion's Disease: The Case of
the Legion Convention This Disease is one of the most famous medical detective stories, especially troublesome for mistakes and frustrations. When 180 Legions develop pneumonia-like symptoms after the Philadelphia Convention, and 29 of them die, doctors become confused. Bureaucratic ties and
medical errors make things worse. Twenty years later, all we know about Legionnaires' disease is that it breaks out every few years somewhere in the world. Leg-on-the-stand, late one night in June of 1992, a garbage collector in Phoenix made a shocking discovery. A severed human leg, cut in the thigh
and decorated with jeans, was found in a dumpster behind a local grocery store. The stunning man immediately called the authorities. Police arrived at the scene and began taking several photographs and searching the area for further evidence. However, they had little others to go on. All they found was
a bloody saw used to cut off the police's leg, the police had a seemingly impossible task, there was a deformed killer on the loose, and all they had to track down was a line of fire: Vince priests when a fundamentalist group started attacking and robbing banks in the Pacific Northwest, and the authorities
immediately knew they were dealing with experienced criminals. They are led by confidential information to the alleged perpetrators, and the evidence found in their homes is extensive and criminal. But in court, this wealth of evidence must stand up to a well-funded defence. Finally, a jury - in a very highprofile case - is presented with a combination of old forensic science and the latest crime technology for sentencing. Murder List, The: John's List Case in 1971, John Is not leaving a note with the bodies of his mother, his wife and three children in his palace hall, the loud funerary organ music of the central
sound system, disappeared. Eighteen years later, all investigators had to work out an old picture of the list. In 1989, the famous television series America's most wanted mant commissioned a lifetime bust to a list to help viewers identify the recognized killer. Dr. Frank Bender, nationally recognized artist
and sculptor, worked with forensic psychologist Richard Walter to develop a glimpse of ageing The final statue was so accurate that 350 viewers called with tips, one of which led to the arrest of the list. Magic Bullet, The: Trey Cooley's fifteen-year-old case Trey Cooley dies from a mysterious gunshot
wound to the head while sitting in his father's gun club lobby. Gumshoe's investigation, projectiles, laser technology, and models made on a scale and the latest in forensic animation determine that the bullet that killed him followed a tragic path after an error in the outdoor scale. Man's best friend?: John
Miller/Debbie Loveless Case case john miller and Debbie without love is connected. In 1989, they reported the death of their 4-year-old daughter, who they claimed had been attacked by dogs. However, the authorities believe that the girl died of knife wounds and were charged with murder. Five years
after their conviction, forensic evidence proved that their initial story was the truth. When a young girl was found dead in her backyard, her parents told the police that she had been attacked and killed by the family. The investigators disagreed and believed that the girl's injuries were not bites at all, but that
they were fatal, consistent with a knife wound. The parents were convicted of murder and sentenced to life imprisonment. Five years later, the parents' prayers were answered when the forensic scientist saw something in the crime scene photos that were missing the first time. On February 14, 2000, Bob
Dorotek's body was found on a mountain road near his family's horse farm. His wife told police that Bob went for a run and never came back, but investigators had their doubts. He was beaten and strangled, apparently worn by another person. Authorities began tracking the crime to the family farm,
leading them to believe that Bob Dorotik did not leave the house alone. Physical evidence: The case of Krista Harrison in 1982, a young girl was found dead in Marshallville, Ohio, the victim of an apparent sex killer. There was little evidence of the killer's identity, but authorities focused on the unusual
orange fibers embedded in the clothes found near the victim. Months passed and the case came down cold, until a truck appeared with what appeared to be the same orange fiber. With many inconsistencies in the case, the police had to resort to state-of-the-art forensic technology to establish a clear link
between the crime and the suspects. Memories: Kevin Greene's case in 1979, a pregnant woman was brutally raped and attacked at her home in Tustin, California. Her unborn child was killed during the brutal act and after she was relieved of her coma and regained her memory, she identified her
husband as the culprit. The semen found at the crime scene also matches her husband's blood type and her husband was convicted and spent 16 years in prison, during which time he declared his innocence and Sentence. During the time of the murder investigation, DNA testing was in its early stages
and not entirely conclusive. Many years later, a new DNA test and innovative computer program will lead investigators to question the accuracy of the wife's recovered memory. Metal Business, it seemed like sixty-two years old Philip Ross Jr. had everything: family, friends, and new businessthat was the
culmination of a lifelong dream. His health then began to deteriorate. Doctors were unable to determine the cause of the disease and began to suspect that his condition was not an accident. Toxicologists and investigators identified the real problem in time to save lives. Missing in time: The case of
Caroline Kilaby has been reported missing a young woman after a fight with her husband. She was supposed to be dead and her husband was the main suspect. Police were suspicious of a secondary suspect when a suspicious fire was reported in his car. Two small drops of blood were found in the
burned interior. Traditional DNA testing was difficult, as there was no body to compare DNA. But a small idea within the suspect's surveillance ring, and a popular TV show, helped solve the case. Missing Pearl: Pearl Bronze does not return a woman to her home, and despite her family's pleas, police
insist on treating it as a routine missing person's case. But when an investigation shows the trace of blood that leads to the couple's basement, the police are sure they will find the victim's body. But they found nothing and the case was disrupted until new forensic technology led investigators to the body.
Dead Lying: Hanson/Hawkins scam the death of a patient in the Glendale office, Cal, Dr Richard Boggs leads investigators to a bizarre scheme involving insurance fraud, turned identities and murder. When a man dies unexpectedly in the office of a observed California doctor, police begin what they
believe will be a routine investigation. What they find casts doubt on the identity of the deceased and raises questions about the doctor's role in his death. They soon uncover a strange story about body theft, fake identities, and sexual deviance -- all part of an elaborate insurance case that will focus on
what actually caused the victim's death: a wrong lyced sexual act, or murder. The music issue, when 12-year-old Callie Joe Larson was found dead in her home, it shattered the sense of security residents commonly associated with Zika, Minnesota. Despite a thorough search of Larson's home and a
thorough investigation, the police had no suspects. Then a series of robberies several months after the murder led police to a cache of stolen goods, which included CD cases similar to those belonging to Calle Jo. This evidence would make the case, and bring the killer to justice. Bare Justice: The case of
29-year-old Lynn Fletcher, The wife of a young man, a successful lawyer was found dead in her Michigan home from a gunshot wound to the head. Was the wound self-inflicted, and if so, why would this young woman kill herself? Analysis of blood stains and painstaking investigation led the police to the
truth. Custody Crimes: The Jane in N. Jones case why do children at a Texas hospital seem to be dying at a higher rate than any other hospital in the country? Medical investigators had no immediate answers until they discovered that one nurse appeared to have been on duty in almost all fatal cases. But
proving the link seemed impossible until an international team of doctors uncovered an unlikely murder weapon. Once bitten during the early hours of the morning of December 29, 1991, a woman was killed in a Phoenix bar. At the crime scene, investigators found a shoe print, several foreign hairs, and
unidentified fingerprints. But they believe that the most telling evidence is a bite mark on the victim's chest and based on his bite pattern, a local postman is charged, tried and convicted of murder, but confirms his innocence. Ten years after his sentence, improved technology gives new information about
old evidence, and earns him another trial. Outbreak: The state of thyroid toxins has alarmingly high levels of thyroid hormones pumped through the systems of the South Dakota population. Investigators are studying a large family whodid not get sick of her 12-year-old son. Information: He's a vegetarian. It
seems that when pharmaceutical companies began manufacturing synthetic thyroid hormones, they stopped buying thyroid tissue from butchers who did not trim these parts, but rather sold them as extra lean beef. Result: The U.S. Department of Agriculture prohibits meat factories from using meat in or
near gullet for beef and pork products. In 1962, residents of the small Town of Hanford, California, lost their sense of peace when 15-year-old Marilyn Miller was killed. It will take 24 years and countless retrials before forensic scientists discover the microscopic evidence that brought the killer to justice.
Palm print mask discovering the body of a, covered with bruises, leaves no doubt that she was the victim of foul play. Quick-thinking investigators set up a makeshift tent around the body and used super glue fumes to lift the killer's palm print from the victim's skin. With this technique, they were able to
determine who had a hand in the murder. Accomplices in crime take a long time and fire is very hot to burn the human body, thus destroying all the evidence of foul play. But the coroner who performed the autopsy on Charles Jack Lynch's heavily burned body found evidence. Not only that the victim was
burned, he was also stabbed 24 times with two different knives. The police knew that a single person might use only one weapon. Sue They were looking for two killers. Pastoral care: Donna Bayant's case when the body of a prison guard appears in a dumpster, investigators immediately look at hundreds
of prisoners as suspects. The coroner didn't just determine the cause of death, he found important evidence. He was the signature element of the crime and was similar to a murder investigated by the coroner 10 years earlier. When he lost more, he discovered that the same offender was a prisoner in the
same prison. Could the prisoner have committed this crime as well? Photo finale: Linda Subic's beautiful model case goes missing and no one has any idea where she is until a park employee discovers pictures in garbage. With images are some vital pieces of information that eventually lead to a
professional photographer. He claims that the woman died during a consensual sexual encounter went wrong, but the woman's body and some high-tech digital images tell a more sinister story. Planting evidence: The Police DNA case pod seeds in Arizona require a molecular geneticist to choose a tree
in a variety when unidentified seed horns are found in the suspect's truck. The judge rules in DNA evidence features that link the horns to a tree near where the body was found. Increasingly, non-human DNA is making its way into the court system. Plastic fireman Sheila Bryan was convicted of killing her
mother in a car fire and sentenced to life in prison. The woman was released after appealing to the Supreme Court of Georgia, but was retried a few months later. Her chances of winning seemed slim until an expert witness offered a different theory of how the fire started. Punch Line: Roda Nathan's case
when a patient in the waste management unit said he had cut off his hand on a dumpster, one of the doctors identified the injury as something else, and became the main witness to the prosecution's murder of a 67-year-old grandmother. Pure Evil: Jason Massey's case created a 'glimpse' of a serial killer,
part science and intuition part. Science includes studying criminals who have committed similar crimes, to find out what characteristics they all have in common. One feature common to serial killers is the past history of animal abuse. In the search for the killer of two teenagers in Texas, a behavior profile
led to a potential suspect - and hard science proved that the profile was correct. Port-cut murder: Shirley Dugway's case a woman disappeared from her home in PEI. Her abandoned car was found in a field, and had to have her inside, the windows were littered with blood. During the search for her body,
police found a plastic bag containing shoes and a bloody leather jacket. On the jacket was white hair... The hair that investigators discovered came from a cat. Forensic tests have never been done on a cat before - anywhere in the world. This case is filed. This was the first time that animal DNA had been
used to solve a crime. Raw Horror: The case of E-Coli bacteria living in our meat supply, in milk and water. When food is properly prepared and stored, E-Coli is harmless. But in the absence of these simple precautions, E-Coli can have fatal consequences. Raw Horror tells the story of Damion Hadersk,
an eleven-year-old boy who almost died after eating an improperly cooked hamburger teeming with E. coli, and the people who saved his life. Alarm Reel: Stenger Farm pond case when two boys are viciously attacked while fishing in a nearby pond, spring authorities in action. They suspect a group of
teenage thugs, but lack hard evidence. It will take dark water from the fishing hole to provide clear clues, and help the authorities reel in the boy's attackers. The root of all evil: Charlotte Grabbe case for three years, investigators search for the wife of a prominent farmer, who disappeared from her home
without a trace. Eventually, a former lover of the estranged missing woman's husband came forward with a fascinating story of anger, murder, mutilation and burning, but there was no way to test the truth of her story. That is, even a plant pathologist and branching specialist conducted some tests on plant
life on the farm, which lead to sudden revelation. The Police Honor Scout determines that the human remains found in a discarded box belong to one Edna Posey. But to find out when the murder took place, and whether the man accused of the crime was guilty, investigators turn to the insects and a
forensic entomologist who can explain their behaviour. Scratching the roof in Miami, Florida, a sniper opened fire from the roof of a factory, killing one employee and injuring two others in the parking lot below. Police discovered spent shell casings on the roof, and the gun was found in the yard of a nearby
house. The shooter scratched the serial number of the gun in the hope that it would make it untraceable but forensic scientists have a way to make the number show back the modular aircraft, a aircraft seat manufacturer, located in Miami, Florida. Five employees, who were on the fast track to advance,
were attending evening computer classes at the company's request. They had formed a carpool, with one person driving and leaving the others in the company's parking lot. The second shot in love when a respected heart surgeon was found dead in the basement of his upscale Cincinnati home, police
assume he committed suicide. Friends and family indicate that the man suffered from long bouts of depression and talked about killing himself. But another investigation reveals that his new wife has a history of violence and an insatiable desire for money. The story of how he died finally decided in
court, and teams of forensic scientists confronted the If a good doctor dies in his hand or is killed by his wife digging gold. Suspicion remained a woman shot dead in her shop just a day before she would testify against the man accused of stealing her. The robber becomes the main suspect, but has a solid
alibi: a time-stamped video of an outdoor fishing expedition on the day of the crime. The police asked a local physics professor to help her document the video; Shopping outburst: Lisa Manderach's mother and daughter cause leave the house for a day of shopping - but never seen or heard from again.
The little girl's body was found lying on the side of the road - but there was no sign of her mother. Among the suspects was the mother and father of the girl - as well as anyone who had been in contact with the two, during the full shopping day. It took forensic science as well as reasoning - to see if the
child's mother was a suspect or a victim. Once it was identified - other forensic evidence found revealed more, than it would otherwise have been. Shooting in the Dark, A: The case of Martin Frias when a woman was found dead by a gunshot wound, police concluded that she was killed by her husband.
Investigators argued with the couple, and during the ensuing conflict, the husband shot his wife in the back, then organized the scene to make it look like a suicide. Forensic scientists were able to gather clues and determine what really happened. In doing so, they proved once again that truth is sometimes
stranger than fiction. A snapshot of the 34-year-old nurse's revenge experiences a variety of flu-like symptoms. None of her doctors are able to find out why, until she visits a gynecologist for a routine check-up. Then you learn that it is something much worse than flu. She is hiv-positive. Being a nurse, she
can be infected with HIV in any number of ways. In the end, science was able to determine not only how it was infected, but also by who. Worst part: It wasn't an accident. Sibling rivalry: The case of the Mitchell Brothers II of America's major partners happens to be brothers. When one of them reaches

death, his brother confesses to shooting him. The question for investigators is whether the shooting was premeditated. A 911 call that can hear deadly shots, rebuild the computer from the crime scene, and provide the answer. The signature here is a mother of two disappears after a shopping trip. Her
body was discovered a month later. Witnesses say they saw the victim being forced into a car by an unknown person. The police later learned that the car had been rented, but the signing of the lease agreement did not match that of the main suspect. An expert in the forensic handwriting of the
investigators showed signs clearly indicating the killer. A Sign of Crime (2003) Was There of murders a few years ago in New York City. Each victim had a different astronomical mark. A forensic handwriting expert revealed the answer to a sip of sins for the people of Olney, Texas, 39-year-old Freon
Wardp was a typical citizen: happily married, a valuable employee and a respected school teacher on Sunday. Freon Wardyp was also a brutal serial killer, for years, undoubtedly evasive. But the police's clever work and DNA from a sloppy paper cup proved to be a setback. Skin of her teeth: Tina's case
of the death of a human skull recovered from a watery grave reveals a horrific crime. Marks on the skull indicate deep knife wounds. The teeth were removed from the skull, apparently so that the killer could keep the identity of the victim a secret. But the killer cannot tell about the authorities identifying the
remains as a young mother who disappeared two months ago, scientific tests indicate that the killer used 19 knives, saw with a needle to skin his victim to the bone. The sleight of hand of a rich elderly woman kills and her house is looted. The effect of blood was visible on one side of the stairs. Although
investigators were able to remove fingerprints from the crime scene, they failed to find a match and the crime was not solved. Sixteen years later, advances in fingerprinting, DNA development, and police have been able to identify the print - and the killer. Smoke in Your Eyes (2003) is an interesting
example of how forensic science helped determine whether the fire was a arson attack. Investigators also discovered that the perpetrator had accidentally set fire, long before he intended to do so. Inhaling revenge a rich middle-aged woman dies suddenly and unexpectedly at home. The autopsy found
no signs of a crime, and investigators were unable to determine the cause of death until they received a call from the ex-wife of the deceased woman's husband. Her allegations start an investigation, during which the sensitive nose of the poison world smells of murder. Sniper Trail, (2003) in the fall of
2002, was the eyes of the world on Virginia and Maryland. A serial sniper was at large, killing innocent and unsuspecting citizens while carrying out their normal activities. By the time it was over, 13 people had been shot and 11 died. This program examines behind-the-scenes forensic tests that led to the
arrest of murderers, including geographic and behavioral profiling, projectiles, crime scene animations, handwriting analysis, DNA testing and fingerprints. Viewers will also see a replica of the car – the mobile hideout that the alleged killers call home. Soft touch: Bruce blew the case when we think about
looking for fingerprints at the crime scene, we generally believe of the hard things that the unsub has touched the knob, a Glass - but fabric? Is it possible that a cloth contains a fingerprint that will identify the killer? There is now the technology to do just that - in this case, it meant justice to the parents of a
young woman, who was killed in a senseless act of revenge. Southside Gorge: Timothy Spencer FBI case of psychological profiling and dna fingerprinting track identifying the man who raped and strangled five young women in Virginia. The first use of the U.S. criminal justice system in dna identification in
a serial murder case frees an innocent man after spending two years in prison, convicting a real murderer. Telltale Tracks abandoned car was found on a busy Philadelphia highway; The engine was running, the radio was threatening, and the driver's door was wide open. Investigators suspected the
driver was the victim of a car jacking. The next day, police found the body of the driver, Amy Willard, a young college participant, at her home for a summer vacation. There were unusual marks on her body... signs that eventually led to her killer. Time will tell: Walker's case in this international case of
extortion, murder and stolen identities, a Canadian financier bears the name of a co-worker as part of a money laundering scheme. Later, in 1996 off the coast of England, the man appeared dead in the ocean with an anchor strapped around his torso. The only clues to his true identity were the Rolex
watch and the maple leaf tattoo. As soon as the police believed they had discovered the man's identity, she sought out a friend to ask about the victim's disappearance, only to find that someone else had taken over the identity of the victim. No evidence proved more useful in cracking the case than the 10pound anchor that was linked. Teeth or consequences investigation into the disappearance of a young woman leads police to a suspect who has a history of sexual assault, rape and kidnapping. But police were unable to find the victim's body, making it difficult to link the suspect to the crime. Finally, the
police discover the remains of a charred tooth. The overlapping images and analysis of dental filling elements give investigators the evidence they need to bring the perpetrator to justice. Touching remember, after the abduction of an eighteen-year-old girl in the small town of Jackson, Ohio, the only police
manual was the impression of tires left in some soft mud. But the victim in this case knew something about forensic evidence and made sure to leave her fingerprints in some dirt on the exterior of the truck. These two small impressions led police directly to the front door of a career criminal. Tourist trap in
1993, Florida was known for more than just swimwear, sun and Disney World. Global attention has focused on a series of robberies, targeting tourists. Some vacationers were killed in these attacks, but He fought and survived, despite serious injuries. One of those injuries, a bite mark, will be the main
piece of evidence used to convict an persistently uncooperative suspect, who has clashed with more determined investigators. Reality Trail: Nancy Newman's case one morning in Anchorage, Alaska in 1987, found a mother and her two daughters brutally murdered and sexually abused. Although the
crime scene lacked evidence -- fingerprints, body fluids and blood -- investigators were unable to find conclusive contact with the prime suspect. To prove not only that the perpetrator was at home, but that he was there when the crime was committed, an FBI analyst designed a unique experience based
on pubic hair. Stomping is not light: Vicky Lyons case when a 4-year-old girl was found unconscious in the parking lot - police were convinced it was a hit-and-run car accident, leaving it at that time. But the mother girls were determined to know exactly what happened and what car was involved. She was
a fan of the secrets of murder and forensic science shows - and used much of what she knew to find the perpetrator of the incident that seriously injured her daughter. Trampling And Themes: The Murders of John Randall for 15 months, he was a serial killer strangling prostitutes in Florida, then ridiculing
the police by leaving the bodies in plain sight. The only clues were the impression of frames and some themes. By the time scientists determine the source of these stomping and threads, the police discover that the killer was under their noses all the time. Unholy promises: The Treva case flooded world
war II refugees who came to the United States after the war and included those who covered up their involvement in war crimes in order to enter. The truth was revealed in these cases, given the passage of time and the destruction of evidence during the war. But in 1957, witnesses from Bucharest
accused a high-ranking religious figure of participating in the horrific crimes. Years later, the accusation was supported by the latest in forensics and laser technology when a criminal postcard was decoded with genetic material. A diary video when a gas station/shop employee was found shooting on an
empty point range, investigators find the entire murder has been caught on a security video camera in the store. But the killer's image is so degraded that it seems impossible to identify him positively, until ancient forensic science and space age technology come together to reveal his identity. Voice from
The Post, A: The Elkins case in 1999, a decomposing body was found in a barrel. An address book found with the body proved that the body had been in place for at least 30 years. Despite the fact that years of moisture in a barrel had completely washed away the ink, scientists looked for a way to detect
Information written on address book pages for possible evidence. When a suspect was killed in the same investigation, the police turned to science and DNA clarity to help them solve the case. Reign of Silence, A in 1987, Villa Emilia came to Arlington, Texas from the Philippines as a shy, poor, 18-yearold mail-order bride. Six and a half years later, Emilia disappeared. During the investigation, investigators learned that Reeves' second and third wives had died in mysterious circumstances. The death of Reeves' second wife, Sharon, was considered suicide, but evidence of blood stains in the photo
suggests she may have been killed. The autopsy on Sharon's body 14 years after her death revealed more. Where blood falls: Susie Mowbray's case when a person dies mysteriously, and the husband is almost always a suspect - especially if they are in bed, sleeping next to the individual at the time of
their death. This is the story of a woman convicted of murdering her husband, whose son was so convinced of her innocence that he attended law school, studied all the evidence, and eventually discovered the truth about what really happened that fateful night between his mother and his father.
Whodunit: Stephen Herrico's evening case to the 'murder puzzle' performance of the theater turns into a real-life whodunit when a heavily burned body is discovered after the show ends. But even a good 'acting' can't hide the real culprit. Lies, greed and medical deception cannot match the skills of
forensic scientists, who are closing the curtain on the real killer. The case of Kimberly Herko is presented. Heriko's husband, Stephen, was found dead in their hut, severely burned from waist to top. Investigators have found the body of a young woman in a waterway like me in Ohio. She was strangled to
death, and most of the evidence was washed away by the rushwater. Investigators conducted a painstaking examination of the victim's body and clothes, and discovered a small idea - barely larger than a human hair. This evidence will enable the police to locate the victim shortly before her death; this will
also lead them to her killer Wilson's murder, and: Wilson twins' case of a wealthy Southern doctor is murdered, hit in the head and found lying in a pool of blood, a baseball bat nearby. Police arrest the wandering/witty painter who was found with doctor credit cards. He accuses the doctor's unfaithful wife
and twin sister of employing him to commit murder. The wife is sent to prison, but in her sister's trial, lawyers finally brought in a forensic expert who testified that the crime could not have been committed in the way the painter said. The sister was acquitted. The wife is still in prison, and the mystery goes
unresolved. In the summer of 1996, in the River Park section of South Bend, Indiana, four women were sexually assaulted and the perpetrator was still at large. A few months later, one suspect was arrested by the police; he was identified by some - but not all - of the victims and subsequently convicted of
crimes. But the story doesn't end here and six years later, new developments in forensic science will reveal amazing facts about the case and change the lives of three men and women who have been attacked. No prayer: The case of Madalin Murray O'Herr, president of the American Atheists Group, was
once called america's most hated woman. When she and two of her top aides disappeared, there was no shortage of suspects. The full story of her abduction, hatred and revenge that fuelled it might not have been told, had it not been for the discovery of a decapitated body, handles, and serial number on
an artificial hip. A woman who was despised, a. The Katrina case in Katasakwa, Pennsylvania, was a young mother and her infant son missing. Months later, when they were found dead in an atom field, the apparent suspect was the husband and father of the victims. However, the findings of the forensic
entomologist - insects on the bodies of the victims and long blond hair - revealed vital evidence. Blond hair was something unique in common with brunette hair from the former love pair's interest and this would prove to be the link in the twisted love triangle story. In a foot error, police were baffled by a
mysterious print found at a crime scene in Peoria, Illinois where one man was killed and two teenage girls were seriously injured. Neither of the girls was able to identify the assailant. But a simple idea, but rarely found, helped follow in the footsteps of the killer. X signs the St. Louis police and FBI spot
didn't need to hunt, lab tests, fingerprints or other standard criminal investigation tools to help them track down a serial killer. To put an end to the series of murders, the police only needed a computer and figured out how they worked. Worked.
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